Transformations in OSG
Technology
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Content Warning: This is a talk about Technology!
As usual, I like to give the disclaimer that OSG is driven
by our collaborators and science, not technology
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The OSG Technology Team

We are split across the technology investigations,
software, and release areas
Apologies to anyone with a missing photo!
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A quick refresher on OSG Software terminology
The OSG Software team uses a new ‘release series’ as a point for (potentially) breaking
backward compatibility. Breaks typically are:
1. Removing old obsoleted packages.
2. Major, new versions of software that can’t be upgraded cleanly.
For item 2, we have the optional upcoming repo that makes the new software available
compiled against the current release series. Examples:
• XRootD 5 (well, soon!)
• HTCondor “development series”
Finally, we do add support for new platforms! Since, by definition, this doesn’t break
backward compatibility … so adding something like RHEL8 mid-series is OK.

But why do we care?
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The upcoming transformative OSG 3.6 series!

OSG 3.6 is coming!
In 2021, we will start the OSG 3.6 series. Major planned changes:
1. A strong emphasis on data movement over HTTP.
2. All components will offer the ability to use a token-based Authentication and
Authorization Infrastructure.
3. We will switch to a rolling release model.
4. Finally, we will have no dependencies on the “Grid Community Toolkit”, the fork of
the Globus Toolkit that we help support in OSG 3.5.
The last item will be one of the biggest changes in the last 8 years. Our plan is to draw
down the OSG 3.5 series in 2022 and to work closely with stakeholders to ensure our plans
align with theirs.
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HTTP-TPC
We see a continued growth in data moved through HTTP, which allows
us to tap into an enormous software ecosystem (a source of
sustainability for us).
• One of the more unique pieces of our ecosystem is the idea of
‘third party copy’ (TPC) – direct transfers between two endpoints
managed by a central entity.
• This is available through the WebDAV protocol and we refer to it
as HTTP-TPC.
• In OSG 3.5, we support the XRootD implementation of HTTPTPC.
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Capability-based and Token-based Infrastructure
The ‘grid model’ for AAI has long centered on the idea of global identity and identity
mapping.
• Each user is issued a global identity (represented by a X.509 credential from a CA).
• The identity is established with a resource provider and the session is mapped to a set of
authorizations.
We are turning our focus to capability-based authorization - the idea the credential should
describe what the entity is allowed to do rather than who it is.
• This is realized through using standardized JWT tokens (RFC 7519) using the ideas
propagated by the SciTokens project (NSF #1738962).
• Tokens assert an authorization to a bearer relative to the issuer’s (VO’s) set of auth’z.
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Example SciToken
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Progress on Token Infrastructure
Highlights from 2019/2020:
• Initial version of token support in gWMS and Harvester.
Will have initial production sites by the end of the year.
• A “BYOR” Docker container - start it with a token issued
by the Open Science Pool and you have a pilot that can run
jobs.
• The OSG Data Federation is currently rolling out support
for SciTokens in production.
• We have started to use an instance of COManage (hosted
by CILogon) to manage identities and groups for OSG
Staff.
Reproduced from here
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The Certificate-free CE
The SciToken support added in the HTCondor 8.9 series was relatively traditional: the server uses
TLS authentication and the client presents the bearer token.
• This still requires the server to use a host certificate: so much for an “X509-free lifestyle”!
Our current skunkworks project is a certificate-free CE:
• The server’s identity is a HTCondor IDTOKEN tied to the administrator’s CILogon identity.
• IDTOKEN is issued by the OSG and mapping from admin -> CE is maintained in topology.
Ties services to individuals (Brian Bockelman), not organizations (Morgridge).
• The factory then uses the VO’s SciToken to authenticate the client and the server authenticates
with its IDTOKEN.
This detangles the CE from the X.509 infrastructure and DNS.
• We can operate a CE without a public IP address.

More in 2021…
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Looking toward 2021…
The token transition is arguably larger and more complex than to HTTP.
• Even a number of OSG web services still rely on X.509 client credentials for identity. We use
CILogon’s hosted COManage service to provide identity and group management - and slowly
moving these services to OIDC.
• Next step is using this to manage site and VO contacts.
• Looking forward to CILogon’s future support of more non-browser flows and a SciToken
issuer.
• Unlike with VOMS, I expect a diversity of token issuer implementations (already we have
three of varying complexity). Again, using the larger ecosystem buys us sustainability.
• In 2021, we expect:
• WLCG’s token transfer testbed to mature to production.
• Serious use of token-based pilot submission.
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Rethinking OSG Technology and Operations
The OSG Software and OSG Operations areas have historically been rather disjoint:
• Only a few of the services types run by OSG Operations are in the list packaged by
OSG Software.
• Each physical operations location has its own ‘flavor’ of deployment – habits for change
control, monitoring, service deployment.
• For good reason! There’s value in adapting the local tools…
• Historically, Technology rarely operated at the layer “above” OS packages whereas
services operations requires many opinionated choices above packages.
This is beginning to change:
• Kubernetes eats the world!
Img Src
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What does Kubernetes Offer?

•
•
•
•

A uniform way to describe services at OSG Operations sites.
A uniform way to customize the service for local conditions.
Sufficient momentum to get all the teams moving in the same direction.
Ways to manage service state in a declarative manner and through git (visibility for the
whole team).
• Growing ways to federate across clusters and provide services at the edge (c.f. work
done by https://slateci.io/, NSF #1724821)
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OSG Software - Bockelman’s Hierarchy of Packaging
I view our software packaging
efforts as a hierarchy: each layer
must be done successfully
before we can move upward.
• The higher up the pyramid
we get, the higher the risk of
technology churn /
replacement / bad choices.
• The last two years, we’ve
increasingly released
containers and stepping up…

Applications (Helm)

OSG is ~ here

Services (Kubernetes)
Containers (Docker)

Native Packages (RPMs)
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Where are we beyond Native Packages?
Docker containers include:
• OSG provides Docker containers with three different
variants of XCache (an XRootD server configured to
act as a caching proxy).
• The “Frontier” distribution of a Squid HTTP proxy.
• The OSG Worker Node
• HTCondor-CE
Kubernetes resources include:
• Hosted CE (also available as a Helm package)
• … not much else!
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This is rapidly evolving - we
are partnering with the
HTCondor team to ensure
Kubernetes deployments of
the components of our
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ecosystem.

2021 Resolution for OSG Technology and Operations
In 2021, I want to see:
• 80% of the services run by OSG Operations moved to Kubernetes.
• For all services not exclusive to OSG Operations, the OSG Software team will support a
Kubernetes resource description.
• OSG documents and promotes the container-based services on equal footing to the
native packages.
• Full support – including documentation and packaging – for starting OSG pilots inside a
container without a CE.

And, of course, I would like to be within a 6 foot radius of the team!
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Thank you for your attention – and apologies for the
many topics we skipped!
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